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Abstract: Experiments of Beisswenger, Bober, and Schumacher on the thermal diffusionof mixtures of Ce02-
U02and PU02-U02 are discussed·Inthe light of the authors' kinetic model of thermal diffusion. The heats of
transferQ+ arederived from these experiments: for Ce02-U02 at 2050 oK, Q+ = 25 kcal/mol; for PU0-2U02at
2673°K, Q+ = 58kcaljmol. In both caseS the result of the kinetic model that the heat of transfer should be
lower than the heat of activationfor therate-determining step is confirmed. Afew remarks on future work are
added.
In this case diffusion and thermal diffusion are In
equilibrium
-D grad A - D''A(1 - 'A) grad T = 0 (2)
Recently Beisswenger, Bober, and Schumacher ob-. .. . tained first results from a systematic experimental
study of .thermal diffusion in mixtures of· Ce02-U02
and PU02-U02.1 One reason theiJ: data are of special
interest is thatthey were able for the first timeto reach a
cornilloninterpr-etationof.theil' ..own. and.othc:r.experi-
mental workand to drawimportantconclusionsof a
general nature concerning the segregation of uranium
andplutonium mixturesin oxide fuel of nuclear reac-
tors. I would liketo make a fewremarks concerning the
interpretation of these results, and I am very happy to
confribute thereby to this memorial issue to Peter De-
bye. 1t was in Debye's laboratory about 30 years ago
that we did our first experimentaland theoretical work
on thermal diffusion in condensed phases, work that
gained much by the interestand stimulatingadvice of
Debye. 2 The present work of Beisswenger, et al., is
directly linked with thesestudies; At that early date
no one was able to foresee that today innuclear re-
actors, inside mixed oxide fuelpins, temperature gradi-
ents of hitherto unknown size appear that could make
segregation of uranium and plutonium by thermal dif-
fusion a primary technical and safety problem.
If segregation in a temperature gradient reaches
equilibrium, the molar fractions 'A and 1 - 'A of the two
components are connected with the Soret constant
with D = diffusion constantand D' = thermal diffusion
constant. Onegets
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
S=·-D'ID
D = Du exp( -qjRT)
Q+ = qH - qL
Mote generally we expect a relation ofthe type
Q+ ~ q
In our above-mentioned earlier work, a kinetic inter.-
pretation of eq 4has .been developed for. the case that
the diffusion pr.ocess involves activated steps of migra-
tion or of exchange of places in which. case the tem-
perature dependence of the diffusion constant is as
follows
It is weIl known from the w'OTk ofEastman and Wagner 3
that- the-hea.toftransferc Q±cthat cha.raeterizes the
equilibriurn is connected with S by
wher.e Du does not depend strongly on temperatureand
q = energy· of activation.
From the kinetic interpretation it follows that in
general q consists of different parts that refer to different
positions of the migration step; namely, qH = eri-
ergy necessary at the primary position of the migrating
particle; qR = energy necessary to open the lattice to let
the migrating particle pass, qL = energy necessary to
open a hole at the new position. From this kinetic
model a relation between Q+ and the difference qH - qL
folIows.(1)I d'AS = 'A(1 - 'A)dT
(1) (a) A. A. Bauer, H. Beisswenger, et al., Argonne Conferenee on
Safety, Fuels and Core Design of Fast Reaetors, Oet 1965, ANL-7120,
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, 111., p 400; (b) H. Beisswenger,
M. Bober, and G. Sehumaeher, J. Nucl. Mater., 21, 38 (1967); (e)
H. Beisswenger, M. Bober, and G. Sehumaeher, Proeeedings of the
IAEA Symposium on Plutonium as a Reaetor Fuel, Viel1na, 1967, p
273.
(2) P. Debye, Ann. Physik, 36, 284 (1939); H. Korehing and K. Wirtz,
Naturwiss., 27, 110 (1939); K. Wirtz, Physik. Z., 44, 221 (1943); Z.
Physik, 124, 482 (1948).
In case there is not just one atom migrating through a
lattice, but the elementary step consists of the ex-
change of pIaces of particles, the model has to be
adapted correspondingly, but the conclusions that yield
eq 6 and 7 are in principle the same. With respect to
(3) E. D. Eastman, J. Am. ehern. Soc., 48, 1482 (1926); 50,283, 292
(1938); C. Wagner, Ann. Physik, 3, 629 (1929); 6,370 (1930).
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Table I. Thermal Diffusion Data for Stoichiometric Mixtures of
(CeO.13UO.87)02 and of(Puü.15U o.85)02
(4) For a review and more literature, see A. B. Lidiard, Proceedings
ofthe IAEA Symposium on Thermodynamics of Nuclear Materials,
Vienna, 1966, Val. 11, p 3.
(5) P. E. Novak, T. A. Lauritzen, J. H. Prostig, J. H. Davies, and E. L.
Zebroski, refl c, p 392.
more recent discussions in the literature, 4 it may be
pointed out that this model and especially the relation
6 and 7 can only hold in cases where the model is appli-
cable. There may exist entirely different elementary
causes for the origin of a heatof transfer. The model
holds only if the elementary step of diffusion is an acti-
vated one and the main part of the energy transfer is
linked with the activated step.
From the work of Beisswenger, et al., we can derive
for the thermal diffusion of cerium oxide in uranium
oxide and of plutonium oxide in uranium Oxide the
quantities shown in Table I. Instead of D', Beisswenger
Far both values of Q+, relation 7 is fulfilled.
Because we do not know details about the elementary
step of migration of cerium oxide and plutonium oxide
in uranium oxide, we shall not try to .speculate about
the lndividual·parts-qliaiicIqL üf tneactivatiöri energy
q. The values of q and Q+ are far too uIlcertain any-
way and may show a· strong dependence on tempera-
ture. But these very preliminary results show in what
direction any future work shouldgo. Beisswenger,
et al., were able not only to give an interpretation of
their own workwith the help of their values of a, q,
and .D but also to describe the results of Zebroski,
et al. 5 This demonstrates the great value of deriving
from experimental results the basic physical properties
such as activation energy, heat of transfer, diffusion
constant, etc. In the technical literature dealing with
segregation problems in reactar fuels this relation to basic
physical properties is sometimes omitted. Cerium
migration may be characteristic of the migration of
cerium and other fission products in nuclear fuel, the
plutonium migration of the enrichment of plutonium at
the hottest part ofthe fuel element. We need more data
about D, q, a, and Q+ at different temperatures in the
case of cerium as weIl as of plutonium. It is not un-
likely that Q+ will show a marked dependence on
temperature. In the case of plutonium, the fairly high
value of Q+ at such ahigh temperature has to be con-
firmed. It indicates that strong segregation will take
place if the temperature is high enough to cause the
diffusion process to become effective. This apparently
is the case above 2300°. We believe that the history of
the coprecipitated mixture OfPUÜ2-UÜ2 will not in-
fluence strongly thebehavior at high temperatures be-
cause of the annealing process that takes place at this
temperature. There islittle. doubt that in the special
case ofhigh~temperature, gas-cooled· reactors using
mixed oxide fuels this effect might be of the foremost
importance. At the moment it is very difficult to reach
temperatures above 2400° in an out-of-pile experi-
ment. Therefore, a temperature dependence oE the
effect mainly of Q+ should be detectable moreeasily
in the case of cerium oxide. These experiments .• are
going on at Karlsruhe. Inthe case of plutonium, one
could first think about experiments inside a reactor.
:Ihis wQuld·have thead-vantagethatradiatiQneffects
are included inthe Tesults, but so far itseems thai for
moderately high burn-ups, in-pile and out-of-pile Te-
sults are not too different because the in-pile results of
Zebroski, et al. , and the out-of-pile results of Beiss-
wenger, et al., apparently yield the same value of a.
If this important conclusion turns out to be correct,
it would be much more advisable to perform out-of-
pile experiments also with Pu, becausethey can be
evaluated more easily and more reliably. The reason
for the similar behavior inside an irradiatiOn field and
outside may be again that at hightemperatures any
effect ofthe radiation will be annealed very fast.Pres-
ently at Karlsruhe we are trying to increase. the tem-
perature in the out-of-pile Pu experiment to about 2600°
(8)ajT = D'jD
D, q, Q+,
T, cm 2j kcal/ kcal/
°K sec Cl' mol mol
Ce 2050 5.4 X 10-8 6 110 25
Pu 2673 3.4 X 10-10 II 100 58
uses a factor a that is related to D' by
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